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Years in Business:
RTZ was founded in 1977. During the past four decades, RTZ has evolved from a handful of academics working out
of a small oﬃce to one of the largest and most innovative companies developing software for case managers and
adult day providers. In the 1990s, RTZ began introducing adult day centers (most recording services with pen and
paper) to PC-based software, allowing them to more eﬃciently collect data and more eﬀectively track outcomes.
Customers reported signiﬁcant cost savings. During the past 20 years, RTZ's commitment to serving the adult day
service industry has never wavered. As other products have trickled onto the market, RTZ has continued to invest
in CADCare to keep it ahead of the competition. Today, more adult day centers depend on CADCare than any other
software product.
Fee Range Per Hour:
CADCare is a SaaS model (System as a Service), which means the system use, updates and technical support are
all included in one monthly fee. An hourly rate for the CADCare system is not applicable.
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Detailed Description of Services:
CADCare helps hundreds of adult day centers across the country run smoothly.
As a 100% cloud-based solution, users simply need a computer or mobile device with an internet connection and a
web-browser. This enables a frictionless implementation and future scalability. RTZ employees provide all
conﬁguration and support services to get you up-and-running.
CADCare is a complete, integrated system built on the latest technologies that includes everything your
organization to succeed. The system is fully HIPAA-compliant.
CADCare centralizes and automates data recording and reporting activities – from prospect management to billing
– reducing data errors, omissions, and duplications while eliminating paper-based forms. Operational processes
that use to take hours now take minutes, allowing many CADCare clients to generate a sizable return on their
investment.
Core functions include:
Marketing & Intake
EHR
Assessments
Medications (and electronic MAR)
Flow Sheets
Care Plans
Progress Notes
Scheduling
Attendance
Billing
Accounts Receivable
Reporting
Capabilities/Experience of Owners or Principals:
Our company motto encapsulates our corporate culture: “Systems that work. People who care.” RTZ employees are
passionate about what they do and bring a wealth of industry experience to the table. Our management team for
CADCare has an average of 15 years of Adult Day Services experience. Put simply, RTZ oﬀers its clients a level of
capability and staﬀ continuity rarely seen in the software industry today.
Examples of Current Work:
Agencies in more than 30 states (and one territory!) use RTZ software. We serve clients of all sizes – from small
standalone centers to large multi-site enterprise-level implementations. No project is too big or small! We would
welcome the opportunity to learn more about your organization and provide references for similarly-sized CADCare
clients.
Process for Client Engagement:
We typically start with a casual conversation to learn more about your center and introduce you to CADCare via a
webinar demonstration. Please visit www.CADCare.com to sign-up for a web-based, no-pressure demo, or contact
us directly at info@cadcare.com or by phone at 510.986.6700 for more information.
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